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This book provides a critical examination of structure and form in design, covering a range of
topics of great value to students and practitioners engaged in any of the specialist decorative
arts and design disciplines. The complexities of two-dimensional phenomena are explained and
illustrated in detail, while various three-dimensional forms are also discussed.In the context of
the decorative arts and design, structure is the underlying framework, and form the resultant,
visible, two- or three-dimensional outcome of the creative process. Whether hidden or visually
detectable in the final design, structure invariably determines whether or not a design is
successful in terms of both its aesthetics and its practical performance.Hann successfully
identifies various geometric concepts, and presents and discusses a number of simple
guidelines to assist the creative endeavours of both accomplished and student practitioners,
teachers and researchers.

This book is a unique contribution to the theory of structural design in two and three dimensional
form, and should be of interest to surface designers, architects, and interior designers.
(Charlotte Jirousek, Cornell University) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.Book DescriptionThis book provides a critical examination of structure and form in
design, covering a range of topics of great value to students and practitioners engaged in any of
the specialist decorative arts and design disciplines. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMichael Hann is Chair of Design Theory at the
University of Leeds. He is Director of the University of Leeds International Textiles Archive. He is
the author of seven design and textile books and has written extensively for numerous journals
including the Journal of the Textile Institute and the Textiles Magazine. --This text refers to an out
of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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2.236 lattice p. 1398.15a–bTriangular and hexagonal three-dimensional structures p.
1398.16Slicing of a cube, lengthways, breadthways and diagonally p. 1408.17Transformation of
a prism through cutting and combining components p. 1419.1Honeycomb p. 1479.2a–bClosest
packing with triangular formation and with less efficient square formation p. 1489.3Rhombic
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15810.2Brunes-Star construction p. 15810.3Brunes-Star construction, showing key aesthetic
points p. 15911.1Structure is best considered as the underlying, often hidden, framework
supporting form p. 162A1.1Divide and reassemble p. 1671introductionThis book is concerned
with structure and form in art and design. It covers a range of topics potentially valuable to
students and practitioners engaged in any of the specialist decorative arts and design
disciplines common in educational systems worldwide. The complexities of two-dimensional
phenomena are explained and illustrated in some detail, and attention is paid also to explaining
various three-dimensional forms. In the context of the decorative arts and design, structure is the
underlying framework, and form is the resultant, visible, two- or three-dimensional outcome of
the creative process. So, beneath the form of a design or other physical composition lies the
structure. Structure includes grids, two- or three-dimensional lattices or other geometrical
features which act as guidelines to determine the placing of components of a design. Such
structural features may be hidden when the design is presented in resolved form or,
occasionally, may be clearly visible when the design is complete. The hidden aspects of
structure may include various systems of proportion such as the golden section and various root
rectangles, as well as rules relating to geometrical symmetry. Both rules of proportion and rules
of symmetry determine the placing of visual elements. The visible aspects of structure are those
components used in the design’s development which can still be seen when the design reaches
a resolved, finished state. Examples include regular or irregular polygons, or other geometric
figures forming a surface component that guides the placing of elements of a composition,
pattern, image or other form of surface decoration (such as motifs held within squares following
a strict geometrical order across a textile or other surface-pattern design), or the surface grid
structures governing the design of the high-rise urban architecture of the twentieth and early-
twenty-first centuries. Whether hidden or detectable visually in the final design, structure
invariably determines whether or not a design is successful in terms of its aesthetics and its
practical performance.The series of preliminary actions associated with endeavours in the
decorative arts, design and architecture more often than not involves the placing, in early
development sketches, of one or more basic geometrical constructions, figures or combinations
of geometrical elements. Further, various systems of proportion appear to have been applied
through the centuries as underlying features in the design of certain buildings, structures, crafted
and manufactured objects and surface-pattern decorations. In ancient times knowledge of the
rules governing the use of such systems of proportion may well have been passed from skilled
craftspeople to apprentices, sons or daughters. In more recent times such knowledge appears



to have been largely lost, forgotten or ignored by many (though by no means all) creative
practitioners, and decisions relating to composition or positioning of components or elements of
a design have, in many cases, been guided by instinct, past experience or an educated
subjectivity, possibly involving also elements of guesswork (or try it and see). In many areas of
creative endeavour, such approaches may lead to satisfactory results. However, it may be that a
more structured approach, based on an understanding of the range of concepts mentioned
above, together with various related guidelines, can inspire confidence at the early stages of the
design process and ensure that a satisfactory design solution is presented, possibly with greater
efficiency. For this reason, substantial emphasis is placed in this book on identifying various
geometric concepts and in presenting and discussing a range of simple guidelines to assist the
creative endeavours of both accomplished and student practitioners, teachers and researchers.
While the focus is on explaining concepts and principles associated largely with two-
dimensional space, the applicability or relevance to the realms of three dimensions, where
appropriate, is noted also. The intention is not to offer guidelines on precisely how a designer
should engage with the complete design process and how the various stages of problem solving
should be approached, but rather to present a foundation which should act as a knowledge
framework to guide the designer in the early stages of addressing a design brief. While the
student designer is the principal intended audience, there is much of value for experienced (and
not so experienced) practitioners as well as design researchers and other observers who wish
to explore the fundamentals governing structure and form in art and design.Mathematical
analysis and procedures have been used by various researchers to detect the use of systems of
proportion and other geometrical features in designed objects (including various product
designs, buildings and other constructions). The author maintains that knowledge of these
systems of proportion and related features is of value to designers in the twenty-first century. An
appreciation of how they can be applied in the context of the visual arts and design does not
depend, however, on advanced mathematical background knowledge, but simply on an
awareness of certain basic geometrical constructions of the type covered early in high school.
The reader is referred to the useful primer Drawing Geometry by Jon Allen (2007), should a
review of basic geometrical procedures and principles be required. The intention of this current
book is to provide students and creative practitioners with an appreciation of applicable
structures, procedures and methods which does not rely on a substantial understanding of
mathematical principles or a comprehension of unfamiliar terminology, symbols or
formulae.Certain general organizational principles or considerations have been associated by
various commentators with successful designs. Among the most commonly listed are balance,
contrast (of tone, shape, colour and texture), rhythm, form following function, the 80/20 rule, the
rule of thirds, the golden section, iteration, modularity, ground-and-figure relationships, and
various principles of perception and visual organization drawn from the realms of Gestalt
psychology (including proximity, similarity, continuance, closure and Prägnanz). These are all of
varying importance depending on the specific intention, end use and message to be conveyed.



Many (though by no means all) of these concepts enter the explanations and discussions in the
following chapters (which, as stated previously, are focused primarily on structure and form).
Readers wishing to develop a more complete understanding of the fuller spectrum of issues are
advised to consult the following texts: Lupton and Phillips (2008) and Lidwell, Holden and Butler
(2003).The book is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 focuses particular attention on the two
fundamental structural elements of point and line, for it is these which make all structural
arrangements and resultant forms possible. Chapter 3 identifies, explains and illustrates a
selection of geometrical constructions traceable to ancient times and usable in the decorative
arts, design and architecture. Chapter 4 introduces and illustrates various categories of periodic
tiling and tessellation, and also explains the nature of Penrose-type tilings. Chapter 5 is
concerned with geometrical symmetry and shows how the concept can be used to characterize
types of regularly repeating frieze and all-over patterns. Concepts associated with scale
symmetry and fractals are introduced also. Chapter 6 explains the Fibonacci numerical series
and introduces constructions such as the golden section and related rectangles and spiral
forms. Chapter 7 is concerned with various three-dimensional phenomena, including polyhedra,
spheres and dome structures. Chapter 8 focuses primarily on a selection of concepts and issues
of importance to structure and form in three-dimensional design. Chapter 9 reviews the
characteristics of modularity across a range of areas, and highlights the relationship between
modularity, closest packing and efficient partitioning. Chapter 10 considers structural analysis in
the decorative arts, design and architecture, and presents steps towards the development of a
systematic analytical framework aimed at providing a consistent method for future design
analysts. Chapter 11 presents a summary of the principal components of the book and, in
particular, identifies those procedures, methods and approaches which may prove of value to
practitioners involved in the decorative arts, design and architecture. The bulk of illustrative
material was prepared under the direction of the author. Illustrative examples of work from a
selection of independent theorists, artists and designers are included at various points in the
book. A substantial proportion of illustrative material is included also from art-and-design
students registered on courses in design theory presented by the author at the University of
Leeds (United Kingdom), Hanyang University (Korea) and Yonsei University (Korea). Various
sample exercises and assignments are included in Appendix 1.It is worth remarking at this stage
that it is assumed often that geometry, when used in art and design, will necessarily result in stiff
geometric, hard-edged, sharp-lined solutions, and that more natural, free-flowing forms only
result from some sort of spontaneity without predetermined underlying structure. This is plainly
not the case. Japanese paper stencils (known as katagami) are renowned as expressions of
free-flowing forms, but it should be noted that these are underpinned largely with a strict
geometric structure aimed at attaining a carefully measured balance brought about by
considerations relating to symmetry and asymmetry. Katagami stencils result from careful
planning and delicate execution, and are used in resist-dyeing of textiles destined for various
forms of traditional Japanese garments. The process of stencil cutting is highly skilled and



involves cutting designs into sheets of laminated mulberry paper, often reinforced with grids of
silk thread; some claim that this is the precursor to silk-screen printing of textiles. Japanese
paper stencils were a great influence upon the work of many artists and designers, including
Vincent Van Gogh, Frank Lloyd Wright, James Mc Neill Whistler and Louis Tiffany. A series of
illustrations of katagami stencils is presented here (Figures 1.1–1.12). It is worth noting that
although the designs presented in many cases are apparently free-flowing, all are underpinned
with a strict adherence to various geometrical rules, regulations and procedures, many of which
are the focus of attention in this book.Figure 1.1 Katagami stencil 1, ‘Fishing net 1’, Courtesy of
University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.2 Katagami stencil 2, ‘Cranes over
water’, Courtesy of University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.3 Katagami stencil
3, ‘Gems 1’, Courtesy of University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.4 Katagami
stencil 4, ‘Pine needles and pine cones’, Courtesy of University of Leeds International Textiles
Archive.Figure 1.5 Katagami stencil 5, ‘Gems 2’, Courtesy of University of Leeds International
Textiles Archive.Figure 1.6 Katagami stencil 6, ‘Fishing net 2’, Courtesy of University of Leeds
International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.7 Katagami stencil 7, ‘Hemp leaves’, Courtesy of
University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.8 Katagami stencil 8, ‘Wisteria and
stems’, Courtesy of University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.9 Katagami
stencil 9, ‘Ornamental vine’, Courtesy of University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.Figure
1.10 Katagami stencil 10, ‘Thunder, lightning and clouds’, Courtesy of University of Leeds
International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.11 Katagami stencil 11, ‘Lobsters and waves’, Courtesy of
University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.Figure 1.12 Katagami stencil 12, ‘Hairy-tailed
turtles’, Courtesy of University of Leeds International Textiles Archive.2the fundamentals and
their role in designintroductionVarious fundamental elements play a crucial role both in the visual
arts and in design. Depending on what is being designed, the elements of point, line, shape,
scale, plane, texture, space, motion, volume or colour may be of greater or lesser significance.
Elements such as these were considered by Dondis to constitute ‘the basic substance of what
we see’, and could, in her view, be brought together to provide contrast at one extreme and
harmony at the other, as well as at the stages between these extremes (1973: 39). Among the
extremes (or ‘techniques’) listed by Dondis were instability and balance; asymmetry and
symmetry; irregularity and regularity; complexity and simplicity; fragmentation and unity;
transparency and opacity; variation and consistency; distortion and accuracy; depth and
flatness; sharpness and diffusion (1973: 16). The nature of these and related elements and
principles together with their role in visual communication has been covered in various basic
works, though not surprisingly different publications give different lists of elements. Arnheim
(1954 and 1974) presented a comprehensive discussion, cast in psychological terminology, of
the nature of a range of visual elements or principles, including balance, shape, form, growth,
space, light, colour and movement. Lidwell, Holden and Butler (2003) showed how, together with
other elements, point and line were paramount considerations to designers, and explained how
various principles influenced the perception of designs, how they communicated information and



how designers could improve the usability and appeal of designs. More recently, Lupton and
Phillips (2008) considered point, line, plane, rhythm, balance, scale, texture, colour, figure/
ground relationships, framing, hierarchy, layers, transparency, modularity, grids, patterns, time
and motion, rules and randomness, and showed how these were important considerations to
designers.Scholarly understanding of fundamental -issues relating to structure and form in
architecture and design has been influenced deeply by the monumental contributions
associated with the Bauhaus. A cross section of useful commentary, sources and reviews
includes Kandinsky (1914 and 1926), Klee (1953), Schlemmer (1971, Eng. ed.), Tower (1981),
Naylor (1985), Lupton and Abbot Miller (1993), Rowland (1997) and Baumann (2007). Other
important twentieth-century texts include Le Corbusier (1954), Wolchonok (1959), Itten (1963),
Critchlow (1969), Wong (1972 and 1977), Pearce (1990), Kappraff (1991) and Ching (1996). It is
not the intention of this book to cover again all the material dealt with by these and other texts,
but rather to identify specific aspects of structure and form which are of value when applied in
the visual arts and design.This chapter focuses particular attention on the two structural
elements of point and line, for it is from these two elements that much else follows (Figure 2.1).
The perspective taken is in sympathy with that of Kandinsky (1926), who recognized that an
awareness of the nature of point and line was fundamental to understanding the nature of
structure and form, the principal focus of this book. A further intention of this chapter is to
introduce various simple polygons, and also to explain the nature of grids and their
organizational value to designers.point–a sound of silenceDesign is a process of visual enquiry
which takes into account aesthetic and practical considerations. Two particular structural
elements, point and line, are considered to be vital building blocks governing and assisting this
process. Both can be detected in abundance in our environment, in both modern-day and
ancient structures (Figures 2.1–2.7).Both point and line can be considered to have internal
meaning and significance on the one hand as well as external function and application on the
other. Both the internal and external aspects are of importance to the designer. In formal
geometric terms (the internal aspect), a point is without dimensions and denotes a position in
space. It is a place without an outside or inside and cannot be measured because there is
nothing to measure. Its position may be indicated by the crossing of two lines, and recorded or
denoted by reference to coordinates of two or maybe three axes. When considered in terms of
physical content, it equals zero. In terms of duration of time, the point exists within an instant. It is
static and silent, and this metaphorical silence is a dominant feature. Kandinsky commented that
‘the sound of that silence customarily connected with the point is so emphatic that it
overshadows the other characteristics’ (1979: 25). Despite this silence, the point is the source
from which all geometry springs and acts as a positional marker in the vast bulk of geometric
constructions. This role as positional marker is of particular importance in the context of design
and construction as points may indicate the positions or locations of aesthetic or practical
features underpinning the design’s structure.Figure 2.1 ‘Point, line and plane’, by Ihab Hanafy,
2011.So if a point is dimensionless and barely, if at all, visible, of what benefit can it possibly be



to designers? Designers engage in a problem-solving process dependent invariably on visual
representation which goes through successive stages until the process is complete. Visual
representation may involve, for example, ink and paper or pixels on a screen. In order for such
visual representation to progress, it is conventional practice to give the point usable dimensions,
so a tiny, circular form (or dot) is invariably employed; this is the external aspect, and this is the
focus of the further discussion that follows.Figure 2.2 ‘Points around 1’, Seoul, 2010.Figure 2.3
‘Points around 2’, Seoul, 2010.An instance where the point is given physical form is in language
and writing; as the full stop or period, it denotes an interruption, a gap or bridge between one
statement and another. It separates the past from the future and can thus be considered in the
present. Often, the point is perceived as round and small. Both shape and size are relative. The
outer limit of size is determined by the relative size of the plane around it, and also the relative
sizes of the other forms in the same plane. As regards shape, the possibilities are seemingly
limitless: a triangular, oval, square or any other regular or irregular shape is feasible, though a
simple circular format is most common. Of course, externally, the full stop is merely a sign with a
practical purpose.Figure 2.4 ‘Lines around 1’ Seoul, 2010.Figure 2.5 ‘Building lines 1’, Seoul,
2010.Figure 2.6 ‘Building lines 2’, Manchester, 2011.Figure 2.7 ‘A ship from years past’, 2011,
photo courtesy of Jeremy Hackney.In architecture and other three-dimensional design, a point
may result from the termination of an angle in space (e.g. spires on Gothic cathedrals) or where
two or more surfaces (planes) meet at an angle (Figure 2.8). The tips of an arrow, dart, thorn, or
pen nib are other examples. Graphically, a point gains significance when placed with in a frame
such as a square. When positioned at the centre, a point is at ease and holds attention as a focal
point; when a point is shifted off centre, the sense of repose is upset, and a visual tension arises.
Points are used in maps and plans to represent towers, spires, obelisks, and other locations of
interest on the landscape.A point, therefore, has no content, weight, dimensions, outside or
inside. On its own, it has no meaning other than its position. When given visible dimensions (in
order for it to be seen) and when placed in association with another point in the same plane, the
tendency of the observer is to connect the two (in the mind’s eye) so that an apparent or
imaginary line is created. Likewise, when three points which cannot be connected by a straight
line are placed on the same plane, the tendency is for the mind’s eye to create a triangle. Lines
can of course be real (in that they can be represented in the plane by a continuous mark made
on paper, for example, by pencil or ink) as well as imagined.line and what followsSo, from the
dimensionless point comes the line which, in geometric terms (the internal aspect), can be
considered either as a moving point or as the path between two points. In the former case, a line
results from external force acting on a point in order to move it in a specified direction. A line can
therefore be considered as the result of a leap from one state to another. Alternatively, when
considered to be lying between two points (with one point at each extremity), the line is in a state
of continuous energy. While the single point is a static entity, the line can be considered as a
force between two points and is thus in a dynamic state.A conceptual line has a beginning and
an end, has length but no width, and is thus one--dimensional. Again, as with the point, in order



for this element to be of value to designers, it needs to take on a substantive form (the external
aspect). In practice, a line is given width in order to make it visible (e.g. a pencil line on paper),
and many different widths are possible (until common sense suggests that measurable breadth
has been created). Lines may be of infinite lengths, may have a wide variety of weights (e.g.
emboldened or subtlety shaded) and may be straight (the minimum distance between two
points) continuous, discontinuous (though the perception of continuity is retained), wavy (with
curved sections) or angular (acute, e.g. 60 degrees; right-angled, i.e. 90 degrees; or obtuse, e.g.
120 degrees). Lines have psychological impact, which will be influenced by their direction or
orientation, weight and emphasis, and variations in these. Lines may be created by nature or
may be human-made. They may exist by implication, at an interface between two colours or
textures, for example. Lines may be used by the visual artist to express equilibrium if depicted
horizontally in the plane (any flat surface), stability if depicted vertically in the plane and activity
or movement if depicted diagonally in the plane. Together, lines are used in the design--planning
stage to indicate the boundaries of shapes, areas or masses which define forms in two- or three-
dimensional space. Line is the essential ingredient used by all designers, architects and visual
artists, and is the means by which the imagined is represented in visual form. Lines can be given
energy, can be made dynamic and can be given purpose and focus. When used to sketch an
idea, lines may be loose and free (as with a quick pencil sketch of a still life, for example) or tight
and measured (as in a finished engineering drawing).Rods, columns and scaffolding are linear
in nature and, if of sufficient strength, can provide structural support in buildings, bridges and
numerous other designed objects and constructions. In a completed design or construction,
lines may not be detectable visually as clear linear devices, but rather may be implied and exist
only as the interface between two or more types of surface, colour, tone, plane or texture. In
much architectural (Figure 2.8) and product design, lines are the meeting points of two planes or
alternatively constitute the outline of the object or construction. Line dancing is where groups of
people move in lines during the course of a dance. Lines in nature, tracks in snow, railway lines,
sky lines, silhouettes, tree branches in winter, justified text and columns of type on a page,
railings and linear perspective lines are some additional examples.Figure 2.8 ‘Point, with line
and plane’, Manchester, 2011.Figure 2.9a–h Spirals of various kinds, image prepared by AH.A
spiral is a continuous line with a regularly changing orientation. Spiral-type growth in the natural
world is found in ram’s horns, the nautilus shell, the common garden snail’s shell, sunflowers,
pineapples and pine cones. The spiral has been used in architecture since the time of the
ancient Greeks and has been employed as a decorative element in numerous cultures for
several millennia. Extensive treatises dealing with spiral formations, mainly in the natural world,
have been provided by Davis (1993) and Cook (1914). Williams (2000) provided an interesting
short article on spirals and rosette motifs in architectural ornament (mainly Greek, ancient
Roman and Italian Renaissance). The spiral is found in both the natural and constructed worlds
and there are several varieties from a geometrical viewpoint (Figure 2.9a–h).planes, shapes and
formsBoth point and line are most easily considered as lying on a plane. In fact, all geometric



figures are invariably represented on the plane (for example, drawn using pencil on paper).
Described geometrically as a moving line, a plane is a flat surface with length and breadth, and
may be solid or perforated, monocoloured, multicoloured, transparent or opaque. Examples
include this page, a page from a sketch book, most canvasses, most sheets of paper and a
computer screen. Using point and line in the plane, applied by pencil, pen, brush or charcoal,
designers and artists can create representations of landscapes, faces, objects, patterns,
typographic statements, posters or other types of visual communication, architectural and
engineering drawings and charts, which communicate all sorts of quantitative and qualitative
data.Point and line can be seen to relate closely also to structure and form, both of which are
invariably represented by the designer using the two-dimensional plane. Collectively, points and
lines can be used to represent the structure of a two- or three-dimensional form. Structure is thus
best considered as the (invariably) hidden framework or skeleton underpinning form (e.g.
branches of a tree in full leaf, steel girders of a building, the geometric grid underlying a regularly
repeating -pattern). The designer can represent both two- and three-dimensional forms on the
plane although three-dimensional forms, in reality, invariably require the meeting or combination
of more than one (flat) plane.Shape is the external appearance of a design (or a component
part), defined by the outline whether in two or three dimensions. Examples include the silhouette
of a dress or the outline of a chair, a kettle, a surface-pattern motif, an automobile or a building.
Designs in two or three dimensions, when rendered on a flat surface, may be composed of a
collection or arrangement of two-dimensional shapes. Shape is the ‘. . . characteristic outline or
surface configuration of a figure or form’ (Ching 1998: 23). Arnheim observed that ‘the physical
shape of an object is determined by its boundaries–the rectangular edge of a piece of paper, the
two surfaces delimiting the sides and the bottom of a cone’ (1974: 47).A shape is always
considered in the context of the area or space surrounding it. Ching commented: ‘A shape can
never exist alone. It can only be seen in relation to other shapes or the space surrounding
it’ (1998: 23). In a two-dimensional representation of a series of objects, the background area of
the drawing is considered as negative space and the foreground shapes as positive. When
viewing all such representations, we generally ignore the background negative shapes and
focus instead on the shapes we consider to be positive, although negative and positive shapes
share the same contour lines. Contour lines present outlines of the component shapes of an
object and indicate on a two-dimensional surface the edges between different planes, tonal
values or textures of that object. A good explanatory discussion of contour drawing was given by
Ching (1998: 17–22).In the monumental treatise On Growth and Form, first published in 1917,
D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson observed that the form of an object has an underlying ‘diagram of
forces’ which symbolizes or represents manifestations of various kinds of energy, including the
forces present when the object was created (1966: 11). Although focusing on the biological
context, Thompson’s work is of immense relevance in the context of structure and form in
design. The idea that form is underpinned by a ‘diagram of forces’ was developed further by
Pearce, in his consideration of the principle of ‘minimum inventory/maximum diversity’ in the



context of architectural design (Pearce 1990: xii).various polygonsA polygon is a closed figure
bounded by straight lines (or sides). A triangle is a polygon with three sides and three interior
angles (each the meeting point where two sides meet). In the context of design, the most
commonly used triangle types are the isosceles triangle, with two sides and two angles equal;
the equilateral triangle, with three sides and three angles equal; the right-angled triangle, with
one angle equal to 90 degrees (Figure 2.10a–c). A regular polygon has equal-length sides
(equilateral) and equal angles (equiangular). A square has four equal-length sides and equal
angles, a regular pentagon has five equal-length sides and equal angles, a regular hexagon has
six equal-length sides and equal angles, a regular heptagon has seven equal-length sides and
equal angles, a regular octagon has eight equal-length sides and equal angles, a regular
enneagon has nine equal-length sides and equal angles and a regular decagon has ten equal-
length sides and equal angles (Figures 2.11a–g).Figure 2.10a–c Three triangles (JSS).Figure
2.11a–g Various regular polygons (JSS).As observed by Ghyka (1977: 22), the most important
non-equilateral triangle is the right--angled triangle with sides of three, four and five units (Figure
2.12). The 3-4-5 triangle, also known to Vitruvius (the engineer and architect of the emperor
Augustus, and author of a series of important books) as the Egyptian triangle, was of great
significance in ancient times and was used seemingly, in the construction of various of the
Egyptian pyramids (Kappraff 2002: 181). It is associated with the harpedonaptae (or rope
stretchers), seemingly the first land surveyors or engineers, who were sent out when the annual
flood waters of the Nile had slipped back to redraw the land markers of fields suitable for
cultivation so that taxes payable to the Pharaoh could be assessed fairly. This task was achieved
through the use of a measuring stick of some kind plus a rope with twelve equal divisions (suited
to create a right-angled triangle of sides three, four, and five). Subsequently, the 3-4-5 triangle
was used by the ancient Greeks. According to Ghyka such a triangle was called the ‘sacred
triangle of Pythagoras, or of Plutarch’, and it was used also by ancient Persian (Achaemenid and
Sassanian) architects (Ghyka 1977: 22).A third important triangle from the viewpoint of structure
and form in art and design is the isosceles triangle having 36 degrees at its smallest angle
(Figure 2.13). Ghyka (1977: 23) referred to this as the ‘sublime triangle’ or ‘triangle of Pentalpha’,
presumably because of its potential use in creating a regular pentagram (a five-pointed star). It is
worth noting also that ten of these triangles can fit exactly together as shown to create a regular
ten-sided figure (or decagon). This is readily achievable because ten of the small angles, each
of 36 degrees, fit exactly into 360 degrees (Figure 2.14).Figure 2.12 A 5-4-3 triangle (JSS).
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Greg Byrne, “I would highly recommend this.. I regret not having this book during my studies. It's
beautifully considered structure, use of language, use of examples and illustrations make
complex concepts much easier to understand. This book is a must have for a budding designer
in any field. I will be recommending this to friends.”

Cammo, “Five Stars. Great”
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